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Abstract
Charmonium sum rules for pseudoscalar 0−+ state ηc(1S) are analyzed within per-
turbative QCD and Operator Product Expansion. The perturbative part of the pseu-





is taken into account with αs correction. The method of moments in
MS scheme allows to establish acceptable values of the charm quark mass and gluon
condensate, using the experimental mass of ηc. Being combined with results, obtained




  0.008GeV4, provided that unknown higher order terms are small. The sen-
sitivity of the results to various approximations for the massive 3-loop pseudoscalar
correlator is discussed.
PACS: 13.35.D, 11.55.H, 12.38
1 Introduction
The concept of Operator Product Expansion (OPE) was applied to QCD sum rules in [1] to
parametrize the nonperturbative eects. The operators of increasing dimension, constructed
from quark and gluon elds, or condensates, constitute the OPE series, which is added to
the perturbative ones. In case of heavy quark correlators the quark condensates are not






for which the authors of [1] have obtained the estimation 0:012 GeV4 from vector charmonium
sum rules. The authors of [2] studied the charmonium sum rules in pseudoscalar channel and
predicted the mass of the lowest c state 3:00 0:03 GeV. This result was in contradiction
with available to that time experimental information. Later measurements found the mass
of c close to 3:0 GeV, which was considered as a triumph of QCD.
Since then various sum rules were analyzed in many publications1 in order to obtain or
specify the value of the gluon condensate. In the recent paper [3] the vector charmonium
sum rules were reconsidered with all available up to date theoretical s-corrections and
1See [3] for the list of publications
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experimental data. The analysis of [3] leaded us to the gluon condensate 0:0090:007 GeV4.
So the accuracy of the gluon condensate value still remains  100%, and zero value is not
excluded.
It also seems reasonable to reanalyze the pseudoscalar sum rule, taking into account the
information obtained in [3]. Now the mass of c is known with high accuracy 2979:71:7 MeV
[4], so we invert the problem and nd a restriction on the charm quark mass and gluon
condensate, imposed by this sum rule. A special attention should be paid to the correlation
between these two values, since a variation of one parameter leads to the change of another.




dx eiqx hTJp(x)Jp(0) i ; Jp = 2im cγ5c (1)




µ = cγ5γµc is axial vector current. Within
the narrow width approximation the imaginary part is:
Im p(q2 + i0) = 
X
η
(q2 −m2η) jh0jJp(0)jij2 (2)
The sum goes over pseudoscalar states with JPC = 0−+. The lower state is c(1S) with
mass 2979:7 1:5 MeV [4]. There is also recently discovered state c(2S) with mass 3654
6(stat)  8(syst) MeV [6]. The dispersion relation with double subtraction can be written
in the following form:






Im p(s + i0)
s2(s− q2) ds (3)
provided that the integral in the rhs is convergent, c0, c1 are unknown constants. In order
to suppress the contribution of the higher states as well as continuum contribution, one



























where n  2. The matrix elements h0 jJp(0)j i are not known experimentally. But if one
considers the ratio of two moments and takes suciently high n, the contribution of the





= m2ηc + Q
2 ; n !1 (5)
This property was exploited to predict the mass of c in [2, 5]. An essential point was noticed
in [5]: the QCD corrections to the moment are large at Q2 = 0, so the sum rules should be
considered at Q2 > 0.
The subject of this paper is a detailed analysis of the sum rule (5). In the next section the
perturbative and OPE corrections to the correlator (1) are described. Section 2 is devoted to
the moments both in the pole and MS scheme for the charm quark mass. Section 3 contains
the results of this research.
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2 Pseudoscalar correlator in QCD
In QCD the polarization function (1) consists of perturbative part and operator expansion:
p = pPT + 
p
OPE (6)
The perturbative part is determined by its imaginary part via dispersion relation (3). The
imaginary part is parametrized by the coecient functions R(k),p in the expansion by the
QCD coupling a(2)  s(2)=:





R(k),p(s; 2) ak(2) (7)
It is simpler to write down the functions R(k),p in terms of the pole masse m of c-quark. The

















































Here and below v =
p
1− 1=z, z = s=(4m2). The function R(2),p is usually decomposed into












where CA = 3, CF = 4=3, T = 1=2 are group constants and nl = 3 is the number of light
quarks. The function R
(2),p
















where the function 
(2)
P is given by equation (110) in ref [7]. The function R
(2),p
F for s < 16m
2
contains only the contribution of virtual massive quarks and has the form [7]:
R
(2),p








; s < 16m2 (11)
where P
(2)
Q is second order correction to the pseudoscalar current vertex from the diagram
with massive quark loop; it is given by equation (169) in ref [7]. For s > 16m2 the 4-particle
cut must be included in R
(2),p
F . It is given by the double integral, eq. (97) in ref [7], which
cannot be taken analytically. Here, however, the total function R
(2),p
F can be replaced by its





NA are not known analytically, so we have to use some approx-
imations. It turns out, however, that the moments, computed by the dispersion relation (4),
are sensitive to the choice of these approximations. The accuracy of the moments becomes
3
especially important in MS scheme, where there is a sucient cancellation between large
terms (see eq. (26) below), so we describe this point in details.
The rst 8 moments M2{M9 at Q
2 = 0 are known analytically [9]. We will require, that




NA must reproduce these moments with high accuracy
being substituted into the dispersion integral in (4)2. As usual, we shall apply the conformal
mapping and Pade approximation for the relevant parts of the polarization function p and
take the imaginary part after then, see Appendix A for details. Although such approxima-
tions are constructed so that they reproduce low-q2 expansion of the polarization function,
they do not give exact values of the rst 8 moments at Q2 = 0, computed by taking the
dispersion integral in (4). Indeed, the Pade approximations have extra poles away from the





NA , used in this paper, are given in the equation (45) of Appendix
A.
The last term in (9) R
(2),p
S is the so-called singlet part with 2 triangle quark loops. This
part contains the 2-gluon cut, which is proportional to the 2-photon decay width of the























; z > 1
Since the 2-gluon state is not associated with any charmonium state, we subtract R
(2),p
gg in
the dispersion relation (3) and take the integral from s = 4m2. The approximation for R
(2),p
S
without the 2-gluon cut is given in the eq (45) of Appendix A.
The OPE series for heavy quark correlator contains only gluon condensates. The contri-





























+ 10 z − 7

(14)













The NLO correction f (1),p was found analytically in [13]. One could dierentiate it n times
to obtain the moments. However we prefer to construct a dispersion-like relation, similar
to (15), convenient for numerical calculations of the moments, especially for high n. The
details are dropped to Appendix B.
2We found the approximations proposed in ref [9], eqs (39), (40), rather poor to satisfy these requirement.
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[1− 4zx(1− x)]n :
The integral reperesentation for Jn is convenient for the calculation of the moments.
3 Moments in MS scheme
At rst let us consider the moments in the pole-mass scheme. In QCD the moments (4) are
























for deniteness the coupling is taken at the scale 2 = m2. The perturbative moments are





s (R(k),p − R(k),pgg )(s; m2)
(s + Q2)n+1
ds (18)

















The higher order perturbative moments have to be computed numerically by (18). The
leading order condensate contribution can also be expressed in terms of the hypergeometric















− (n + 1) 2F1



























where y = Q2=(4m2), the constants f pi and the functions F
p
i (z) are given in eqs (48) and









Γ(n + i) Γ(n + 3)
Γ(n + 1) Γ(n + 5=2)
2F1







where the constants (cp1; : : : ; c
p
4) = (2; 30;−16; 1).
Analogously to the vector case [3], the s-corrections to the moments are very large in
the pole mass scheme and the series (17) is divergent. The pole mass is, in fact, the mass of
free quark. But the quarks exist only in form of strongly bounded states. So the physical
meaning of the pole quark mass is rather unclear; it cannot be found from the sum rules
with good accuracy.
Instead of the pole mass one introduces another eective mass parameter, to improve the
convergence of the perturbative series. Authors of [2, 5] used the mass, renormalized at the
euclidean point p2 = −m2. We shall concentrate on the most popular choice for today, the
gauge invariant mass in the modied minimal subtraction (MS) scheme taken at the scale,














K2 = 28:6646− 2:0828 nl = 22:4162
K3 = 417:039− 56:0871 nl + 1:3054 n2l = 260:526 (24)














2) ak( m2) (25)
where M
(k),p




2) = M (0),pn
M (1),pn (Q
2) = M (1),pn −K1(n− d=2) M (0),pn + K1(n + 1) Q2M (0),pn+1
M (2),pn (Q





(n + 1− d=2)−K2

M (0),pn
+ (n + 1)












2) = M (G,0),pn
M (G,1),pn (Q
2) = M (G,1),pn −K1(n + 2− d=2) M (G,0),pn + K1(n + 1) Q2M (G,0),pn+1 (26)
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where d = 4 is the dimension of the pseudoscalar function p(Q2), all M
(i),p
n in the rhs
are computed with MS mass m. The series (25) is much better convergent than (17). The
numerical values of the ratios M (1,2)= M (0) and M (G,1)= M (G,0) for Q2=(4 m2) = 0; 1; 2 and
n = 2 − 30 are given in the Table 1 of Appendix C. Notice, that the values of M (2) are
approximate; other approximations for R(2) may lead to the moments M (2), which dier
from the numbers of the Table 1 within 5− 10%.
The expansion (25) goes by a( m2). If one takes the QCD coupling at some another scale
2, the function M (2),p changes:




so that the series (25) is 2-independent at the order 2s.
4 Results and discussion














; n !1 (28)
Theoretical ratio depends on the quark mass m, QCD coupling s and condensates. But if
the dimensionless ratios Q2=(4 m2), haG2i =(4 m2)2 etc. are xed, the l.h.s. of (28) does not
depend on the quark mass m (in fact, the QCD coupling depends on the scale, which may
depend on m; but this dependence is weak within the range of error of m). So one may
use the ratio (28) to predict the MS charm quark mass m for given condensates and QCD
coupling.
The QCD coupling constant s is universal value and can be taken from other experi-




τ ) = 0:330 0:025 ; mτ = 1:777 GeV (29)
Using this value as the boundary condition in the renormalization group equation, the QCD
coupling can be evaluated at any scale. As argued in [3], the most natural scale for s is
2 = Q2 + m2 (30)
Indeed, in the limit Q2  m2 we come to natural massless choice s(Q2), while at Q2 = 0
it becomes s( m
2). Later we shall vary the scale (30) to check the stability of results.
The charm quark mass can be independently obtained from the analysis of the vector
charmonium sum rules. The most accurate result
m( m) = 1:275 0:015 GeV (31)
was found from the moments at Q2 > 0 in MS scheme in [3] independently of the condensate





+ 1:37 0:03 (32)






















Figure 1: Ratio rn(Q
2) for Q2 = 4 m2 a) and Q2 = 8 m2 b) versus n. Lower shaded curve
is purely perturbative, upper shaded curve is computed with condensate haG2i =(4 m2)2 =
2 10−4. The hatched curve corresponds to the same D = 4 condensate and hG3i operator
included according to (33). The horizontal lines show the "experimental" ratio (32) with the
mass (31).
in the limit n ! 1. Which values of Q2=(4 m2) to take? The choice Q2 = 0 is not
appropriate, since the perturbative corrections to the moments are large for almost all n,
even in MS scheme. Large Q2 & 12 m2 are also dangerous: in particular, when one changes
the scale of s in (27), the eective expansion parameter a0 ln (Q
2= m2) becomes large & 0:5.
In what follows we shall use two choices Q2=(4 m2) = 1; 2.
The theoretical ratios rn(4 m
2) and rn(8 m
2) are plotted versus n in the Fig 1a) and 1b)
respectively. The lower curve is purely perturbative result, i.e. for haG2i = 0. The central
line of the shaded area corresponds to the central value of s (29), the errorband shows
the area, when the coupling s varies within the error range in (29). One sees, that the
agreement with (32) is achieved within the narrow range of n: n  16 for Q2 = 4 m2 and
n  24 for Q2 = 8 m2. If we look at the Table 1, the perturbative corrections to the moments
in MS scheme, as well as s correction to the condensate contribution, are minimal here.
For higher n these corrections grow rapidly and the perturbation theory cannot be trusted
here. For lower n the perturbative corrections are also large, and the leading order of the
condensate contribution crosses 0 at some point, so the behavior of the s-series is unclear
here. Moreover, the unknown contribution of c(2S) and higher states to the experimental
moments could be signicant for low n.
Now we consider nonzero condensate. As an illustration, let us x the ratio haG2i =(4 m2)2
= 2  10−4, which corresponds to haG2i  0:008 GeV4, close to the central value obtained
in [3]. As Fig 1 demonstrates, the ratio becomes higher for this condensate, which tells in
favor of lower mass of c-quark. At Q2 = 4 m2 the ratio is even higher, than (32) for all n.
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Figure 2: Charm quark mass m( m) versus haG2i in GeV for 3 dierent choices of the scale
of s.


















where c is eective instanton radius. We shall use the estimation c = 0:5 fm = 2:5 GeV
−1,
obtained in [20]. The theoretical ratio rn with hG3i operator is plotted by the hatched curves
in the Fig 1. It is clear from the Fig 1, that the D = 6 gluon condensate weakly changes the
ratio at Q2 > 0 and can be safely neglected.
As the main result of the pseudoscalar charmonium sum rule (5), we may establish the
upper limit for the gluon condensate haG2i for any given mass m of charm quark. The
calculation goes as follows. At rst, for given Q2=(4 m2) one should restrict the range of
n, where the perturbation theory can be trusted. It is reasonable to require, that the
perturbative corrections may not exceed 30−40% of the leading term. The most dangerous is
the s-correction to the gluon condensate contribution M
(G,1)
n . Let us impose the restriction
j M (G,1)n = M (G,0)n j < 4. From the Table 1 we nd the following range of n:
n = 14− 19 for Q
2
4 m2




The perturbative corrections to the moments are also tolerable in this region: the rst
correction j M (1)n = M (0)n j < 2:5 and the NNLO correction j M (2)n = M (0)n j < 17. Then, we take
some value of haG2i =(4 m)2 and nd the maximal and minimal value of the ratio rn(Q2)
within this range of n. And from these numbers we nd the minimal and maximal values of
the mass m of charm quark.
The results are plotted in the Fig 2a) for Q2 = 4 m2 and in the Fig 2b) for Q2 = 8 m2.
Since the higher order in s moments are not known, these results depend on the choice
of the scale, at which s is taken. The dark area shows the acceptable region for the scale
9
(30). The dashed and dotted lines display the boundaries of the acceptable region, if m2 is
added to or subtracted from this scale. The horizontal lines at 1:26 and 1:29 GeV indicate
the lower and upper limit of the mass m (31), obtained from the vector sum rules.
We formulate our conclusion as follows. As Fig 2 demonstrates, the pseudoscalar sum rule
(5) prefers lower values of the mass and condensate, than the vector ones (see [3]). If one takes
the lower limit of the mass m = 1:26 GeV, then we get the upper restriction for the gluon
condensate: haG2i < 0:006 GeV4 from the sum rule at Q2 = 4 m2 and haG2i < 0:008 GeV4
at Q2 = 8 m2. But the results at Q2 = 4 m2 are rather sensitive to the choice of the scale 2,
which indicates the signicance of the unknown higher order terms. At the same time the
restrictions at Q2 = 8 m2 are more stable with respect to the scale choice and, consequently,




< 0:008 GeV4 for m( m) = 1:275 0:015 GeV : (35)
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Appendix A: Approximations for R(2),p











s(s− q2) ds ; (36)
for deniteness we take the QCD coupling at the scale 2 = m2 and put the constants
c0 = c1 = 0 in the dispersion relation (3). The 3-loop function 
(2),p is decomposed into 5
gauge invariant parts in the same way as R(2),p (9).
At rst we consider the nonabelian part 
(2),p
NA . Its expansion near z  q2=(4m2) = 0
until z8 is available in [9]. Then, as usual, instead of z we substitute another variable !,






The expansion of the polarization operator in ! has appropriate analytical properties, namely
the cut at z = (1;1). In many cases the Pade approximation was proved to have better
accuracy, than Tailor series. The best results (see the discussion in Section 2) were obtained









2 + 2:69248!3 − 13:3868!4 − 0:91032!5 − 1:61120!6
1− 0:18579! − 0:63849!2 (38)
The accuracy of the Pade approximated abelian part 
(2),p
A is worse because of Coulomb
behavior  1=p1− z near the threshold. It turns out, however, that the expansion in !







10:8487 ! + 90:9348 !2 + 111:510 !3 + 73:3467 !4








10:8487 ! + 90:9348 !2 + 100:662 !3 − 17:5881 !4
+1:85289 !5 + 1:54919 !6 + 1:00228 !7 + 2:31461 !8 + O(!9)

Now we construct the Pade approximation, which well reproduces all asymptotic and rst 8







10:8487 ! + 145:611 !
2 + 507:376 !3 + 57:361 !4 − 565:406 !5 + 94:514 !6
(1− !2) (1 + 5:03984 ! − 4:75471 !2) (39)
Few more work should be done to construct the approximation for the singlet polarization
function 
(2),p
S . Its expansion near z = 0 until z
8 is available in [10]. The singlet correlator
contains intermediate massless 2-gluon state, so the cut starts from z = 0, the expansion in
[10] has the terms  ln (−z) and the conformal mapping procedure (z ! !) is not applicable
here. But in our sum rules we use the polarization operator without 2-gluon cut (18), so the













where the function f(z) is given in (12). The integral from z = 1 to 1 is regular at y = 0
and can be expanded by y in Tailor series. But the integral from z = 0 to 1 requires special
care, since it behaves as  ln y at y ! 0. In order to obtain the expansion for small y, we














































can be computed analytically for any nite n with the help of recursive relations:






 Γ(n + 2)
2(n + 2)Γ(n + 5=2)
(




































Now one obtains regular at y = 0 Tailor expansion of the polarization operator 
(2),p
S without
the 2-gluon cut, applies the conformal mapping and constructs the Pade approximation:

(2),p







−7:86155 ! + 6:98952 !
2 + 3:24217 !3 − 1:68013 !4 − 0:31547 !5 − 0:00464 !6
1− 0:05236 ! − 0:32689 !2 (44)






































1− ipz − 1 (45)
Appendix B: αs-correction to the condensate contribu-
tion
The NLO correction f (1),p to the condensate contribution (13) is available in [13]. Here we
construct the dispersion-like relation, convenient for numerical calculation of the moments.
We will follow the method, used in [3] for the vector current correlator.
The imaginary part is:










+ P P4 (z)(1− z)







where the polynomials P Pi (z) are given in the Table 1 of ref [13]. Taking the contour integral






Im f (1),p(z + i0)

























where  ! 0 and
f p1 = −
11
256
; f p2 =
69
256




To simplify the calculation, we may represent the imaginary part (46) in the following form:
1











where the functions F ip(z) grow not faster than (z − 1)−1/2 at z ! 1 and have appropriate
asymptotic at innity. Our choice is:

















































































Then, after integration of (47) by parts, all divergent in  ! 0 terms cancel and the dispersion










(z − t)i dz

(51)
It was used for numerical calculation of the moments.
Appendix C: αs-corrections to the moments









n are given in the Table 1 for
Q2=(4 m2) = 0; 1; 2 and n = 2− 30. The coecient functions Mpn are dened in MS scheme
according to (25, 26). Remind, that the expansion (25) goes by a( m2). If one takes the QCD
coupling at another scale, the function M
(2),p
n should be changed according to (27).
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n 0 4 m2 8 m2 0 4 m2 8 m2 0 4 m2 8 m2
2 2:357 0:825 −0:176 −1:132 −11:89 −16:24 1:489 3:506 3:617
3 3:87 2:976 2:064 12:85 −0:466 −8:633 −1:58 3:161 3:731
4 3:976 3:894 3:179 19:28 9:077 −0:018 1 2:486 3:611
5 3:508 4:309 3:831 20:86 15:63 7:025 3:91 1:47 3:32
6 2:716 4:442 4:226 19:8 19:83 12:51 0:34 −0:021 2:88
7 1:71 4:391 4:454 17:56 22:25 16:68 −1:955 −2:424 2:291
8 0:55 4:209 4:562 15:11 23:33 19:75 −3:979 −7:447 1:536
9 −0:727 3:927 4:581 13:18 23:42 21:93 −5:923 −31:87 0:567
10 −2:098 3:568 4:529 12:33 22:76 23:37 −7:847 31:4 −0:713
11 −3:545 3:146 4:42 13: 21:58 24:19 −9:773 11:7 −2:508
12 −5:057 2:671 4:264 15:54 20:04 24:51 −11:71 6:907 −5:312
13 −6:623 2:152 4:068 20:24 18:29 24:41 −13:66 4:376 −10:66
14 −8:237 1:594 3:837 27:37 16:44 23:97 −15:63 2:6 −26:79
15 −9:892 1:003 3:577 37:13 14:6 23:26 −17:62 1:16 338:4
16 −11:58 0:383 3:29 49:72 12:85 22:33 −19:62 −0:105 27:93
17 −13:31 −0:264 2:98 65:29 11:27 21:23 −21:64 −1:269 15:2
18 −15:07 −0:934 2:649 84:01 9:935 20:01 −23:67 −2:373 10:4
19 −16:85 −1:626 2:3 106: 8:893 18:7 −25:72 −3:439 7:707
20 −18:66 −2:336 1:933 131:4 8:205 17:34 −27:78 −4:479 5:863
21 −20:49 −3:064 1:551 160:3 7:917 15:97 −29:85 −5:504 4:447
22 −22:34 −3:809 1:155 192:8 8:075 14:6 −31:93 −6:519 3:274
23 −24:21 −4:568 0:745 229: 8:718 13:27 −34:03 −7:527 2:252
24 −26:1 −5:341 0:324 268:9 9:884 12: −36:14 −8:531 1:327
25 −28:01 −6:128 −0:109 312:8 11:61 10:81 −38:26 −9:533 0:47
26 −29:93 −6:926 −0:552 360:5 13:91 9:728 −40:38 −10:53 −0:339
27 −31:87 −7:735 −1:005 412:3 16:84 8:76 −42:52 −11:54 −1:114
28 −33:82 −8:555 −1:467 468:1 20:41 7:929 −44:66 −12:54 −1:864
29 −35:78 −9:385 −1:938 528:1 24:65 7:251 −46:82 −13:55 −2:595
30 −37:76 −10:22 −2:417 592:2 29:58 6:74 −48:98 −14:55 −3:311
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